
More about GANs
How to generate better ?



“Generative Adversarial Networks is the most interesting 
idea in the last ten years in machine learning.”

-Yann LeCunn



GAN: Recap

● We simultaneously train two models: 
○ A generative model G that captures the data distribution, and 
○ A discriminative model D that estimates the probability that a sample 

came from the training data rather than G. 
● The training procedure for G is to maximize the probability of D making a 

mistake.
● Eg. Smuggling of fake notes



GAN: Recap



GAN: Recap

In other words, D and G play the following two-player minimax game with value 
function V (G, D):

https://arxiv.org/pdf/1406.2661.pdf
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DCGAN: Unsupervised Representation Learning with 

Deep Convolutional Generative Adversarial Networks



DCGAN generated outputs



DCGANs

● DCGANs were the first major improvement on the GAN architecture. 
● They are more stable in terms of training and generate higher quality 

samples.
● Discriminator: Mini CNN
● Generator: DeConv Network



Architecture

● Architecture guidelines for stable Deep Convolutional GANs 
○ Replace any pooling layers with strided convolutions (discriminator) and 

fractional-strided convolutions (generator). 
○ Use batchnorm in both the generator and the discriminator. 
○ Remove fully connected hidden layers for deeper architectures. 
○ Use ReLU activation in generator for all layers except for the output, which uses 

Tanh. 
○ Use LeakyReLU activation in the discriminator for all layers.



Architecture



Convolutional Transpose (Credits: https://github.com/vdumoulin/conv_arithmetic)

Transposed convolution with stride 1
and no padding

Transposed convolution with stride 2
and padding



Details of Adversarial Training

● Mini-batch size of 128
● All the models trained with mini-batch stochastic gradient descent (SGD)
● Input images scaled to [-1,1]
● All weights are initialized from a zero-centered Normal distribution with 

standard deviation 0.02.
● In the LeakyReLU, the slope of the leak was set to 0.2 in all models
● Learning Rate as 0.0002
● Adam Optimiser with momentum term β1 = 0.5



Demo



Applications



Generating new images
Z1

Z2



Vector Arithmetic





Interpolation

● Two random z are chosen, Interpolation is done between a series of n 
random points in Z, and corresponding images are generated

● Semantic changes in the generated images (such as objects being added 
and removed), show that the model has learned relevant representations.

● The space learned has smooth transitions and every image in the space 
looks like a real image.



Interpolation



Interpolation



Understanding the latent space: Forgetting to draw certain objects

Example: An attempt to remove all the windows from the generated images

● On 150 samples, 52 window bounding boxes were drawn manually.

● On the second highest convolution layer features, logistic regression was 
used to predict whether a feature activation was on a window or not.

○ Activations inside the bounding boxes are positive.

○ Other random samples from the same images are negative.

● Using this simple model, all feature maps with weights greater than zero ( 
200 in total) were dropped from all spatial locations. 

● Then, random new samples were generated with and without the feature 
map removal.



Understanding the latent space: 
Learning to draw images of rooms without windows



Issue: Mode Collapse

● We want to train a GAN which 
produces plausible temperature 
values. 

● We would expect the generator to 
learn to produce hot and cold 
temperatures with roughly equal 
probability. 

● Mode collapse will occur, resulting in 
the generator only outputting 
samples from a single mode



Conditional GANs

Generative adversarial nets can be extended to a conditional model if both the 
generator and discriminator are conditioned on some extra information y. y 
could be any kind of auxiliary information, such as class labels or data from 
other modalities.

For example, if we are dealing with faces, Y could describe attributes such as 
hair color or gender. Then, this attribute information is inserted in both the 
generator and the discriminator.



Conditional GANs



CGANs

G(z,y) is modeling the distribution of our data, given z and y, that is, our data is 
generated with this scheme X∼G(X|z,y).

For the discriminator, now it tries to find discriminating label for X and XG, that 
are modeled with d∼D(d|X,y)

Hence, we could see that both D and G is jointly conditioned to two variables z 
or X and y.



CGANs : Example



Stack GAN



Stack GAN

● Stage-I GAN: it sketches the primitive shape and basic colors of the object 
conditioned on the given text description, and draws the background layout 
from a random noise vector, yielding a low resolution image. 

● Stage-II GAN: it corrects defects in the low resolution image and 
completes details of the object by reading the text description again, 
producing a high resolution photo-realistic image.







Convergence problems in GAN

GANs have always had problems with convergence and, as a consequence, you 
don’t really know when to stop training them. In other words, the loss function 
doesn’t correlate with image quality. This is a big headache because:

● you need to be constantly looking at the samples to tell whether you model 
is training correctly or not.

● you don’t know when to stop training (no convergence).
● you don’t have a numerical value that tells you how well are you tuning the 

parameters



GAN: Uninformative loss functions



Wasserstein GAN

WassGANs have loss functions that correlate with image quality. Also, training 
stability improves and is not as dependent on the architecture.



Earth Mover Distance

Distribution 1:

Distribution 2:



Wasserstein GAN

This has some pretty incredible effects:

● GAN loss that corresponds with image quality
● GAN loss that converges (decreasing loss actually means something), so 

you can actually tune your hyperparameters with something other than 
voodoo

● Stable gan training, where generator nets without batch norm and silly 
layer architectures can generate decent images



Thank you



Application : Feature Extractor

The DCGAN is trained on Imagenet-1k and then use the discriminator’s 
convolutional features from all layers, maxpooling each layers representation 
to produce a 4*4 spatial grid. These features are then flattened and 
concatenated to form a 28672 dimensional vector and a regularized linear 
L2-SVM classifier is trained on top of them.



Activation filters



Residual block


